
Approved Meeting Notes from the EMA-TC Teleconference
Date: Jan. 21, 2011

12:00-13:00 EDT
Next Meeting: Feb. 04, 2011

1. Attendance

Andrew Louis (AL) Aviv Siegel (AS) Bill Tabor (BT) Bryan Kaplan (BK)

Buddy Ackerman (BA) Camille Osterloh (CO) Claire Carpenter (CC) Daniel Ryan (DR)

Dara Ung (DaU) David Box (DB) Dee Schur (DS) Denis Gusty (DG)

Don Beattie (DoB) Don Uyl (DoU) Donald McGarry (DMG) Doug Allport (DA)

Elysa Jones* (EJ) Gary Timm* (GT) Gavin Treadgold (GTr) Greg Parsons (GP)

Hans Jespersen (HJ) Herbert White* (HW) Jacob Westfall (JWe) Jane Harnad (JH)

Jeff Waters (JWa) Maria Emerson (ME} Mark Lucero (ML) Mark Titus (MT)

Norm Paulsen (NP) Patrick Gannon (PG) Paul Denning (PD) Rex Brooks* (RB)

Rob Torchon (RT) Robin Cover (RC) Shayne Barr (SB) Sukumar Dwarkanath (SD)

Thomas Ferrentino* (TF) Thomas Merkle (TM) Tim Grapes (TG) Werner Joerg* (WJ)

William Cox (WCx) William Flannigan Jr. (WF) William Kalin (WK)

* indicates voting member

Quorum – achieved

2. Review of Agenda: no changes requested.

3. Review of meeting notes of 20110107_Draft_EMA-TC_Minutes: 2 typos were corrected. GT 
moves to accept as amended; PG seconds. Approved.

4. Notes from the chairs:
• Renewed call for AHAW Pattern review (NCOIC Pattern ad hoc group):

After a long hiatus, we are trying to get the Pattern ad hoc group (others welcome) together. 
Some possibles dates were discussed – WJ will issue a new call.

• EDXL-DE – how to raise awareness? There may be a need for an extra push for EDXL-DE 
awareness, outside of the master plan for EMA artifacts that is currently being worked on. 
Potential users of CAP, HAVE and RM may be reasonably well informed about these EDXL 
Standards, but are often less aware of their common supporting DE standard.
CO notes that besides lower awareness which could be remedied through additional white 
papers  and special  emphasis   in  webinars,  vendors  wonder  about  its  value  and how to 
implement it.
RB suggests that we should make a special effort during this year's NIEM Training Event 
(Aug.).  EJ  emphasises  the  value of  a  workshop given the  technical  level  of  the NIEM 
audience and urges the development of supporting documentation. WJ: also include more 
direct references to DE in documentation of other standards.
RB cautions about more technical webinar(s): participants in earlier webinar events have 
already been presented with a introduction to DE. Prior to launching a DE specific webinar 
we must gauge actual interest by polling past attendees.



GT notes that Scott Shoup is planning an EM track at NIEM – may be an opportunity to  
include a session on EDXL, and in particular on DE.
CO and EJ elaborate on the need to either update the current DE white paper to DE 2.0, or 
create a new one specifically devoted to the new features.
EJ cautions however that NIEM's new EM adapter, that is still under development, is more a 
system to system approach for NIEM and EDXL, without using the DE and therefore an 
emphasis on DE for the NIEM event may not be a good fit – needs to be discussed with  
Scott,  in  light  of our experience at  the 2009 Baltimore event  (speakers  and topics,  e.g. 
Anthony Hoang spoke about the DE at our workshop).
CO and  TF  note  also  that  we  could  emphasize  the  DE for  Interop  Demos.  Given  the 
possible uptake this year (e.g. Canada, Australia), we need to find out who intends to use it  
and launch a publicity push, supported by new documentation – this could help the public 
review of DE 2.0. 

• CAP feeds,  revisited.  This  topic  re-emerges  every  now  and  then,  with  some  vendors 
wondering if OASIS would provide such feeds. We have determined that there are already 
several resources out there to that effect and our role should be limited to let vendors know 
about their existence, and expand the coverage to all EDXL resources, not just CAP. There 
are 2 questions left: how do we go about spreading the word and how to get good coverage.
GT wonders whether there are any issues with an official OASIS document referring to 
unapproved services and hence appearing as implicit endorsement.
EJ maintains that links on OASIS pages would be acceptable with a disclaimer, along with 
some README info pointing to the actual standard and other helpful documents (e.g. CAP 
Cookbook on Incident.com). The MS site would be the right place for this, may be building 
on the idea of the product directory.  It  is  important to get something like this out soon 
because vendors are looking for it right now.
About  coverage:  EJ  suggests  that  WJ  reaches  out  to  the  EMA  /  EM-TC  and  MS 
memberships for links they may be aware of, and collect them in a document for review in 
C&D SC and EMA -TC. Once such a document is approved, we'll need to approach the TC 
Admin to determine suitability and location for posting.
HW suggests that this could be an agenda item for the April CAP Implementers Meeting in 
Geneva – how, going forward, we as a community keep track of the feeds, so that we can 
provide that feed information to all developers.

• In an earlier  e-mail PG had reminded the TC chairs  of the OASIS Process Committee's 
effort inviting chairs and other interested OASIS folks to several meetings to discuss the 
concerns regarding the changes to the TC Process Policy. WJ acknowledged that the EMA-
TC chairs had missed the opportunity of the first such meetings and will keep track of the 
remaining 2 or 3 planned sessions to inject the feedback we had from our discussions with 
Mary McRae. PG emphasizes that none of the OASIS Board Process Committee members 
are participants in any Adoption Committee, so their experience is very much Specification 
driven and it is important to have positive input from the Adoption e.g. w.r.t. the approval 
process for slides, their layout and size/placement of  disclaimers, templates and naming.

5. Sugroup reports:
• Collateral & Documents   – RB: work on artifacts plan is proceeding at a slow pace – only 2 

members  available  to  work  on  it.  More  would  be  better  for  broader  perspective  and 
consensus. Today's discussion will help in prioritizing the artifacts under consideration.

• Events  & Demos   –  TF:  list  of  events  still  in  flux;  under  present  consideration:  NIEM, 
IAEM, possibly TCIP and WCDM. WCDM may loose out to the CITIG event presented by 



DA this week. We're also exploring ways to accommodate vendors with their own booths in 
Interop Demos, e.g. using a guide for visitors to find participating booths. This new format 
may work better for IAEM this year but the proximity of CITIG (1 week apart) could be a 
problem. WJ: whether we choose CITIG or IAEM will depend on the format of CITIG and 
whether the TC agrees that cross-border interoperability should be the principal topic for 
this  year.  The  E&D  SC  must  take  all  the  available  facts  in  account  and  work  out  a  
recommendation to the TC.
About the request for response for the 2011 Events sent out by JH: not many responses have 
been received so far. Preliminary indications: vendors were disappointed by IAEM – this 
may change with a different crowd this year in Las Vegas, and a change in interop format. 
Re NIEM, feedback has been positive, and OASIS is considering a stronger presence this 
year, involving other Member Sections. Format for Interop would be maintained.
GT: what about ISCRAM? JH contacted them and obtained an extension – working with TF 
on a poster submission based on the 2010 WCDM presentation. There has not yet been a 
commitment from anyone to attend the event in Lisbon, and funding from MS is not yet 
settled.

• Outreach & Education   - PG: most current topics already covered (CITIG event, EDXL101 
webinar and slide issues,  NCOIC status report).  Only other topic  of interest  is  co-chair 
situation: there was some question after Bill Kalin's contract with DHS S&T ran out, but 
Bill has confirmed that he will continue with an individual OASIS membership.

6. New Business:
• EDXL 101  planning  –  CO:  focus  this  time  is  more  on  a  technical  discussion  about 

implementing standards and how they work together, with particular highlight on EDXL-
DE. Feature speaker at this time is DMG. Other suggestions for speakers are welcome – 
please contact Camille directly. Dates have not been set yet, waiting for clarification of the 
approval process from RC. It is clear now that there is no need to go through the public 
review period:  the  presentation  material  must  be  brought  to  the  Committee  Note  Draft 
(CND)  status  and  there  are  some  requirements  about  display  quality  to  be  satisfied; 
templates will be updated accordingly. March looks like a realistic target for presentation – 
is anyone aware of possible conflicts in that time frame?
WJ: was the last presentation recorded, and if so, where can it be found – the MS pages do 
not show any link. CO to look into this.

• ECBC1, an opportunity for OASIS/EM to be present? No additional info available yet. TF to 
follow up. He clarifies the event: CWID2 a large exercise sponsored by DHS S&T and DoD, 
highlighting  military /  civilian  interoperability,  using  OPEN 2.0,  CAP and other  EDXL 
standards.

• About Doug Allport's proposal for CITIG (Ottawa, Dec. 6-8, 2011): JH confirms that CITIG 
would like to setup a joint interoperability demonstration on a pretty large scale. But a major 
roadblock to participation in the past has been the requirement for OASIS membership. 
OASIS is looking to find a workable solution and will discuss expectations and options with 
CITIG. JH's main concern however, is that, looking at past experience, we may not be able 
to bring enough vendors to join in for the interop demo.

Out of time. GT moves to adjourn, EJ seconds.

1 ECBC = Edgewood Chemical Biological Center
2 CWID = Coalition Warrior Interoperability Demonstration



Session adjourned 13:06

Redacted and submitted by

Werner Joerg, co-Chair
OASIS EMA-TC 110130/wbj

Amended and approved 110218/wbj


